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David McKee

PICTURE BOOKS

THE ADVENTURES OF KING ROLLO
King Rollo is the adorable, bearded, kingly creation 
of David McKee, whose childlike curiosity captured 
the hearts of a generation of children. As well as 
appearing in over 20 bestselling mini hardback 
stories, King Rollo starred in his own BBC cartoon 
series. Republished in their original mini hardback 
format for the first time, this slipcase contains four 
favourite adventures:  King Rollo and the New Shoes, 
King Rollo and the Bread, King Rollo and the Birthday, 
King Rollo and King Frank.

TWO CAN TOUCAN
David McKee’s very first picture book, 
published by Andersen Press’s Klaus Flugge, 
is a colourful tour de force. Rediscover it in 
this lavish small hardback edition celebrating 
Andersen Press’s 40th anniversary.

There was once a bird in the forest that was 
completely black, who was laughed at by all 
the other animals because he did not have 
a name. A modern fable from the creator of 
Mr Benn, Elmer and King Rollo. 

SEP 2016  
9781783444687 

4 x 32pp  
140 x 115mm
slipcase: 151 x 
124 x 37mm  

HB  
£12.99

SEP 2016  
9781783444809 

32pp 
230 x 200mm  

HB  
£8.99

SEP 2016  
9781783444694 
EBook available 

32pp  
230 x 200mm  

HB  
£8.99

GOLDILOCKS 
AND THE THREE BEARS
Discover legendary Tony Ross’s very  
first picture book, and Andersen Press’s 
first published picture book, in this lavish 
hardback edition celebrating Andersen 
Press’s 40th anniversary. Follow the  
story of mischievous Goldilocks and  
her adventures in the three bears’ 
house from one of the UK’s greatest 
author - illustrators.

Tony Ross

Forty years ago Klaus Flugge founded a publishing house based on a 
desire to bring together the best authors and illustrators and put good quality books 

into the hands of children across the world. He launched the very first Andersen 
Press list with Goldilocks and the Three Bears, the debut picture book from Tony 

Ross and since then has launched the careers of many of today’s most distinguished 
authors and illustrators. 

We are celebrating our 40th birthday with some very special anniversary  
publishing so look out for new editions of some of our classic titles this Autumn.  

We thank you for your continued support and look forward to the  
next forty years of publishing great books!

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS OF 
ANDERSEN PRESS



PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS

JEANNE WILLIS is one of the most successful children’s picture book authors in the UK. 
She has written many award-winning books including Who’s in the Loo? which won the Red 
House Children’s Book Award. Her picture books with Tony Ross include Tadpole’s Promise, 
which won the Silver Smarties Prize and more recently, Chicken Clicking, a cautionary tale about 
the perils of misusing the Internet. 

SEP 2016  
9781783444182 
EBook available 

32pp  
250 x 260mm  

HB  
£11.99

SAMSON:  
THE MIGHTY FLEA
Roll-up! Roll-up! Meet Samson, 
star of Fleabag’s Circus and 
the smallest strongman in 
the world . . . with the biggest 
ego. Samson can lift a match, 
he can lift a pea, he can lift 
lovely flea Amelie. But it’s not 
enough – Samson wants to be 
the biggest star anywhere. So 
he sets off into the big, wide 
world. Discover what happens 
to the planet’s smallest 
strongman in this hilarious, 
touching tale.

Angela McAllister   Nathan Reed

‘A delight’ DAILY MAIL

TROLL STINKS 
Billy Goat discovers the perils of sending 
mean messages in this timely tale about 
online bullying. Billy and his best friend Cyril 
are messing about with the farmer’s mobile 
phone, taking selfies and playing games . . . 
until they find the number for a troll. Their 
Grandpa Gruff says trolls are bad, so Billy 
and Cyril decide to send mean messages. 
After all, trolls really do stink! Don’t they?

BOA’S BAD BIRTHDAY 
Discover the ultimate unwanted birthday gift in this 
hilarious story from the award-winning Jeanne Willis 
and Tony Ross.  It’s Boa’s birthday, and he hopes that it 
will be the best one ever, but then his friends bring him 
some baffling presents…  A hilarious tale to encourage 
young children to accept presents gracefully.

Jeanne Willis   Tony Ross

OCT 2016  
9781783444434 
EBook available

32pp  
280 x 230mm  

HB  
£11.99

JUL 2016  
9781783441563 
EBook available

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  
£6.99

ANGELA McALLISTER has written over 50 books for children. She studied philosophy 
and worked as a nanny around the world before her career in books. In 2011, she won the Red 
House Children’s Book Award for Yuck! That’s Not A Monster! She lives in Hampshire. 

NATHAN REED is an illustrator and printmaker. Since graduating from Falmouth College of 
Arts in 2000 his artwork has featured in books, national newspapers, limited edition prints and 
greetings cards. He lives in London.  @NathanReed_illo
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Dan Santat
ARE WE THERE YET? 
Award-winning author-illustrator Dan Santat  
takes us on the road trip of a lifetime . . .  
or rather, several lifetimes! One young boy’s 
imagination transforms a long, boring car journey  
into an adventure where time actually runs 
backwards, through worlds of knights, pirates,  
Ancient Egyptians and dinosaurs! 

Praise for Wolfie the Bunny:
‘Glorious… will have even the 

youngest readers shouting with glee’ 
DAILY MAIL

‘Beautifully subtle, unbearably  
stylish and full of fun!’  

THE BOOK SNIFFER

THE ADVENTURES OF BEEKLE:  
THE UNIMAGINARY FRIEND
The unforgettable 2015 Caldecott Medal winning tale 
about friendship, imagination, and the courage to find one’s 
place in the world. On one very special day an imaginary 
friend is born on an island far away. Here, he and his other 
imaginary friends wait for their turn to be imagined by a 
real child. He waits and waits, but no child imagines him. So 
he does the unimaginable – he sets off into the real world. 

‘A sweet, mind-bending gumdrop of a tale’ NEW YORK TIMES

‘Bursting at the seams with charm’ HUFFINGTON POST

DAN SANTAT is a New York Times bestselling author and illustrator. His picture book, The 
Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend, won the 2015 Caldecott Medal for distinguished 
illustration. He also created the Disney Channel animated series The Replacements. He lives in 
California with his wife, two children and various pets.  @dsantat

HORRIBLE BEAR!
Bear didn’t mean to break the girl’s 
kite, but she’s upset anyway. Upset 
enough to shout “Horrible Bear!” 
Is Bear really horrible? From the 
creators of bestseller Wolfie the 
Bunny comes this tale of accidents, 
outbursts, manners . . . and the 
power of saying sorry.

ZACHARIAH OHORA is an illustrator and author of a number of children’s books. His 
debut, Stop Snoring, Bernard! received the Society of Illustrators Founder’s Award. He lives and 
works in Narbeth, Pennsylvania, where he is a Horrible Bear every morning… until his second 
cup of coffee.  

AME DYCKMAN is an award-winning picture book author. She loves writing for children 
so that she doesn’t have to grow up. She lives in New Jersey with her family, pets and hair-bow 
collection.  @AmeDykman

Ame Dyckman   Zachariah OHora

NOV 2016  
9781783444816 

32pp  
255 x 255mm  

HB  
£11.99

OCT 2016  
9781783444670 

40pp  
303 x 228mm  

HB  
£11.99

9781783443871

OCT 2016  
9781783443857 

40pp  
280 x 216mm  

PB  
£6.99



CHARACTERS CHARACTERS

I WANT A BEDTIME STORY!
The Little Princess can’t sleep – she needs 
the King to tell her bedtime story, but he is 
away. The Queen and all the palace staff try 
to make up a new tale, but it’s no good.  
Finally the maid has an idea:  
the Little Princess can find  
bedtime stories to read  
herself, in the palace library!

I WANT A FRIEND!
The Little Princess can’t wait to start school. 
But her first lesson is what it feels like to be 
left out, when she’s not included in the popular 
friendship group. Luckily she discovers lots of 
other children who have been left out too. 
Before long, all the left-out children are having 
loads of fun together… and the popular kids 
want to join in!

Tony RossThe Little Princess

TONY ROSS has illustrated over 1000 books, which are published all over the world. A TV 
adaptation of his much-loved Little Princess series is currently showing on Channel 5’s Milkshake. 

JUL 2016  
9781849392853 
EBook available 

32pp  
264 x 235mm  

PB  
£6.99

www.elmer.co.uk

AUG 2016  
9781783444427 
EBook available 

32pp  
264 x 235mm  

PB  
£6.99

David McKee
ELMER AND THE RACE
An unforgettable Elmer tale, publishing 
to celebrate the Brazilian Olympics. The 
young elephants want to prove who is the 
fastest, so Elmer and Wilbur organise a 
race. But this isn’t just about coming first 
– on the way these young elephants will 
discover who is the kindest, the funniest, 
the naughtiest and also the sorriest. 
Whether you win or lose, it’s how you  
run the race. 

ELMER’S CHRISTMAS
It’s the season for giving with this padded, 
glittery Christmas board book in which 
everyone gets a festive treat! On Christmas 
Eve, after the elephants have fallen asleep, Papa 
Red flies down on his sleigh. But this year, Elmer 
has a special treat for the young elephants, if 
they can keep out of sight…

AUG 2016  
9781783444557 
EBook available 

32pp  
275 x 240mm  

PB  
£6.99

OCT 2016  
9781783444663 
EBook available 

26pp  
220 x 175mm  

BB  
£6.99
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ALICE THROUGH THE 
LOOKING-GLASS
Follow Alice through the looking-
glass into her second adventure, 
as she meets some of literature’s 
most famous characters, including 
Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee, the 
Jabberwocky, and the Walrus and 
the Carpenter. Tony Ross’s gloriously 
illustrated second Wonderland tale, 
where nothing is ever quite as it 
seems, is the perfect companion to  
his popular retelling of Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland, both 
carefully abridged for younger readers.

WHO’S IN THE LOO?
Tail-tabbed pages perfect for small fingers, 
plus downloadable audio features in this 
10th anniversary board book edition of the 
bestselling picture book.

‘Who’s in the loo? There’s a very long queue.  
Is it an elephant having a poo?’

Jeanne Willis and Adrian Reynolds’ multi-award-
winning story resonates with every family 
familiar with the morning bathroom queue!  

Tony Ross Tony Ross   Lewis Carroll

Jeanne Willis   Adrian Reynolds

FAVOURITE FAIRY TALES
Following his hugely popular Favourite Nursery Rhyme series come the first two titles in 
Tony Ross’s Favourite Fairy Tale board books, retelling these famous stories for our very 
youngest readers. Featuring Tony’s bestselling, distinctive illustrations, plus chunky tabs to make 
it easy for little hands to turn each page and a QR code to download the audio reading, this 
is a perfect gift to share and discover favourite fairy tales.

JUL 2016  
JACK AND THE 
BEANSTALK
9781783444106 

GOLDILOCKS 
AND THE  
THREE BEARS
9781783444090

10pp  
175 x 175mm

10pp  
175 x 175mm

TBB  
£5.99

TBB  
£5.99

JUN 2016  
9781783444120 

116pp  
264 x 197mm  

PB  
£7.99

‘Captures the nonsense and humour of 
the original tale and makes it accessible 
for young audiences’ LIBRARY MICE 

9781783442669

OCT 2016  
9781783444205 
EBook available 

16pp  
190 x 190mm   

TBB  
£6.99
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David McKee
WHERE’S THE BABOON?
Step right up, fearless readers, and discover the second 
hilarious, clever wordplay offering from the creative duo 
behind Take Away the A. Did you know a snake can hide 
in a snowflake or that pigs can make paintings? Prepare 
to be amazed by the game of hide and seek one word 
can play inside another.

I YAM A DONKEY
A yam who hates sloppy pronunciation and 
poor grammar tries his hardest to correct an 
ungrammatical donkey. An escalating series of 
mix-ups leaves the clueless donkey bewildered by 
the yam’s growing (and amusing) frustration. The 
yam finally gets his point across, but regrettably, he’s 

Michael Escoffier   Kris di Giacomo

Cece Bell

MELRIC AND THE 
CROWN
It’s time for the Ceremony of the 
Crown, when the King proves his 
right to rule. But something strange 
is going on: could the King’s crown 
be a fake? Melric must solve the 
royal riddle before the King and his 
crown are put to the test. The fifth 
adventure featuring the wise and 
brave magician.

OCT 2016  
9781783444823 

40pp  
308 x 192mm  

PB  
£6.99

AUG 2016  
9781783444564 

32pp  
240 x 215mm  

PB  
£6.99

‘[Children] will love the story of 
Melric, resplendent in his  
red and gold starry  
gown’ OBSERVER

‘David McKee is  
a genius’ THE TIMES

DAVID McKEE is a legend in the children’s book world. Over a career spanning fifty years, 
he has created a host of favourite characters including Elmer the patchwork elephant, King Rollo 
and Mr Benn. David now divides his time between London and the South of France. 

9781783440368 97817834442102

9781783443444

JUL 2016  
978178444113  
EBook available 

32pp  
280 x 240mm   

HB  
£11.99

9781849395250 9781783441990
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THE PRINCE AND
THE PORKER
Pignatius was passing the palace 
one day, when he saw ten fresh 
buns left to cool on a tray. Sneaking 
into the palace, looking for more 
treats, Pignatius tries on a wig and 
some clothes and the servants 
mistake him for the real prince! 
Of course the reign of this porky 
imposter can’t last long – find out 
what happens when the real  
royal returns.

Peter Bently   David Roberts

SEP 2016  
9781783444199 
EBook available 

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  
£6.99

‘David Roberts is on excellent form’ INDEPENDENT

‘Young readers will delight in this tale of mischevious mayhem, not to  
mention the lavish watercolour illustrations and clever rhymes’ EVENING STANDARD

THE SNOW BEAST
Beast has been robbed! And so 
has the whole village. Without 
tools the villagers can’t put on 
their legendary Winter Festival, so 
Beast sets off to solve the mystery. 
Discovering that the stranded 
Snow Beast is behind the robbery, 
should Beast capture this odd-
looking stranger or help him?

Chris Judge

OCT 2016  
9781783443222 
EBook available 

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  
£6.99

‘Chris Judge’s illustrations are  
great fun and completely original’  
NEW YORK TIMES

‘Witty and inventive, this will  
brighten up long, dark evenings’ 
BOOKS FOR KEEPS

9781849392556 9781849395618

CHRIS JUDGE’s first picture book The Lonely Beast won the Irish Children’s Book of the 
Year and was nominated for the Kate Greenaway Medal. In addition to his own picture books 
he has also illustrated children’s books by Roddy Doyle and comedian David O’Doherty. He 
lives in Dublin.  @chrisjudge

DAVID ROBERTS worked as a milliner before turning his talents to illustrating children’s books. 
He has gone on to illustrate books for some of the world’s finest children’s authors including Julia 
Donaldson and Jacqueline Wilson, and has earned great acclaim for his distinctive style. 

PETER BENTLY went to ten different schools and then studied languages at Oxford. He  
started writing after his first son was born, creating a host of unforgettable picture book stories, and 
winning the Roald Dahl Funny Prize. He lives in Devon with his wife and children.  @PeterBently
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THE ZOOMERS’ HANDBOOK
Discover a world of mixed-up animals in 
this mind-bending, creature-blending debut! 
Zoomers look after very special beasts: 
discover the secret of the shiger’s stripy 
wool, the challenges of owning a loyal but 
gigantic dogephant and the special skills to 
look after the super-fast horsodile. Have 
you got what it takes to be a zoomer?

THE BATH MONSTER
Have you ever wondered where your 
dirty bath water goes? The Bath Monster 
slurps it up, of course! Dirty bath water 
is his SECOND favourite food. No 
one wants to find out what his FIRST 
favourite food is . . . until Jackson decides 
he doesn’t believe in the Bath Monster 
any more, and he is never going to have 
a bath again. 

ARE YOU THE PIRATE CAPTAIN?
Have you got what it takes to be the pirate 
captain? Find out in this side-splitting piratical 
mystery from a multi-award-winning duo!  
First mate Hugh has got everything shipshape, 
but the pirates can’t set sail until they find a 
captain. The seadogs try to find the perfect 
pirate for the job, but rather than a peg leg  
or a hook, it turns out what their captain  
needs is the brains to lead.

Gareth P. Jones   Garry Parsons

Ana & Thiago de Moraes

Julia Jarman   Susan Varley

Colin Boyd   Tony Ross

LOVELY OLD LION
A ground-breaking book, helping young 
children to understand the difficult issue of 
dementia, illustrated by the renowned creator 
of Badger’s Parting Gifts. Lenny loves his 
grandpa, King Lion. But he can’t understand 
why Grandpa keeps getting muddled and 
doesn’t want to play any more. With a visit 
from Grandpa’s old friends, can Lenny find a 
way to help?

‘Good, clean fun’ KIRKUS

AUG 2016  
9781783442201 
EBook available 

32pp  
240 x 280mm  

PB  
£6.99

AUG 2016  
9781783442188 
EBook available 

32pp  
230 x 270mm  

PB  
£6.99

SEP 2016  
9781783444724 
EBook available 

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  
£6.99

OCT 2016  
9781783442157 
EBook available 

32pp  
280 x 240mm  

PB  
£6.99

‘Moving and sensitive… another classic’ 
BOOKS FOR KEEPS

‘Stylish and very witty debut’ THE BOOKSELLER

‘Revel in the rhythm and rhyme of this 
colourful tale’ EARLY YEARS EDUCATOR



FICTION FICTION

THE NIGHTS BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Illustrated throughout by Tony Ross
This gorgeous Christmas book is the perfect 
keepsake gift to treasure. Fully illustrated in colour 
by acclaimed illustrator Tony Ross, The Nights Before 
Christmas has 24 classic festive tales, songs and 
stories to read throughout Advent or keep as a 
family festive anthology. There are extracts from 
much-loved books including A Christmas Carol, 
Little Women and The Wind in the Willows; yuletide 
poems and carols, together with traditional tales 
from Hans Christian Andersen and the  
Brothers Grimm. 

‘Superb. Tony Ross’s illustrations are comic and festive’  
SUNDAY TIMES 

‘Perfect for bedtime reading-aloud’  
INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY 

THE LITTLE 
BOOK OF 
CHRISTMAS 
JOKES
Illustrated throughout  
by Nigel Baines

The perfect stocking filler, this mini joke  
book is perfect for Christmas Day fun.

Why did Father Christmas start 
sneezing as he went down the chimney?
Because he had the floo!

Why was the footballer upset on 
his birthday?
He got a red card!

THE FUNNIEST 
FOOTBALL JOKE 
BOOK EVER!
Illustrated throughout  
by Nigel Baines
A side-splitting collection 
of football jokes, just in 
time for Euro 2016!

SEP 2016  
9781783444595

80pp  
198 x 129mm

PB  7+
£4.99

THE DRAGONSITTER:  
TRICK OR TREAT?
On Halloween the night is full of strange creatures: 
witches, vampires, ghosts – and dragons. In their 
seventh adventure, Eddie and Emily take their uncle’s 
pet dragon Ziggy trick or treating. But Ziggy has quite 
the sweet tooth, and it’s not long before  
things go ghoulishly wrong at the 
Halloween Parade.

Josh Lacey   Illustrated throughout by Garry Parsons

Praise for The Dragonsitter series:
‘A witty and perfectly formed little book that deserves  
to be read and reread’ BOOKS FOR KEEPS

‘Short, sharp and funny’ TELEGRAPH

JOSH LACEY is the author of many books for children including The Island of Thieves and  
the Grk series. His first book for children, A Dog Called Grk, was shortlisted for the Branford 
Boase Award.  @JoshLacey123

9781849394192 9781849397698 97817834404509781849395717 9781783442294 9781783443291

GARRY PARSONS’ illustrations have captured the imaginations of children all over the UK. He 
has recently worked with Stephen and Lucy Hawking, Jeanne Willis, and author duo Dougie Poynter 
and Tom Fletcher to create the bestselling Dinosaur that Pooped series.  @ICanDrawDinos

OCT 2016  
9781849395809 

240pp  
254 x 200mm 

HB  9+ 
£14.99

OCT 2016  
9781783444878 

128pp  
95 x 85mm

PB  7+ 
£3.99

MAY 2016  
9781849391115 

64pp  
178 x 110mm

PB  7+ 
£4.99
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WILL GALLOWS AND THE  
SNAKE-BELLIED TROLL
Fantasy meets Wild West in this exciting adventure of elves, 
trolls and the Sky Cavalry cowboys! Will Gallows, a young elfling 
sky cowboy, rides out on a perilous quest to bring the evil 
snake-bellied troll bandit, Noose Wormworx, to justice. Noose is 
wanted for the murder of Will’s pa – the former deputy sheriff 
of Oretown. Will’s journey takes him deep into the heart of the 
West-Rock, to the dark underground city of Deadrock, where 
he soon uncovers a deadly secret that could spell disaster for 
the whole of the West-Rock.

Illustrated by Waterstones Prize winner Jonny Duddle.
Selected for the Richard and Judy Children’s Book Club.

Derek Keilty   Illustrated throughout by Jonny Duddle

Christine Nöstlinger    
Illustrated throughout by Frantz Wittkamp. Cover by David Roberts

‘Extremely funny and utterly 
bonkers’ THE TIMES

‘What a brilliant read.  
Fresh and original’  
JOSEPH DELANEY

SUPER GRAN
The seventies classic, now reissued 
with a brand-new cover!
 
Granny Smith is an ordinary little old 
lady until something extraordinary 
happens. She is struck by rays from a 
super machine and becomes . . . Super 
Gran! She is extra fast, incredibly 
strong and has X-ray eyesight. 

Super Gran sets out with her 
grandson Willie and a girl called 
Edison to right all the wrongs in  
their town, performing amazing feats 
of daring. But the super machine has 
been stolen by the Inventor, who  
has very bad plans for it. 

Can Super Gran and her  
loyal sidekicks save the day?

Forrest Wilson   Illustrated throughout by David McKee

FORREST WILSON began his career with children’s comics, and later moved on to short 
stories for magazines and radio. Super Gran became a runaway success in the 1980s, and was 
turned into a wildly popular TV show. Billy Connolly wrote and performed the theme tune. 
Forrest lives in Scotland with his wife.

AUG 2016  
9781849392365 
EBook available 

256pp  
178 x 126mm 

PB  8+
£6.99

AUG 2016  
9781783444588 
EBook available 

224pp  
198 x 129mm

PB  8+
£6.99

JUL 2016  
9781849394833 
EBook available 

208pp  
198 x 129mm

PB  8+
£6.99

THE FACTORY-MADE BOY 
A new edition of this quirky classic for today’s children!
Mrs Bartolotti is quite used to receiving surprises in the post as 
she’s very forgetful! This one, though, beats the lot – Conrad, a 
perfect, factory-made child who never does anything wrong. But 
when the men from the factory realise that the child has been 
delivered to the wrong address, they come to take him back. 
Conrad doesn’t want to go. So Mrs Bartolotti comes up with a 
plan, and Conrad is unrecognisable . . .



‘Have you heard of the tale that’s short and 
tall? There’s an island in the world where 

everything is small!’

Lily is three inches tall. Her clothes are cut 
from handkerchiefs and stitched with spider 
silk. Kidnapped by the giant Gulliver and  

‘Spirited and clever tribute to the original’ 
Daily Mail

‘Don’t miss this book. 
It really is something rather special’ 

Bookbag
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£6.99

www.andersenpress.co.uk
Illustrations by Peter Cottrill

Whatever size 
his enemies, 

       the winner’s always . . . 

FICTION FICTION

HIS ROYAL WHISKERS
Something bad has happened to Prince 
Alexander, the only heir to the mighty 
Petrossian Empire. Something worse than 
kidnapping. Something worse than murder.
Somehow, the Prince has been miraculously 
transformed into a fluffy-wuffy kitten.
Why has this terrible catastrophe happened? 
Who are the boy and girl brewing secret 
potions down in the palace kitchens? And 
how are they possibly going to avoid getting 
their heads chopped off?

WONDERBOY 
Joseph ‘Wilco’ Wilkes is one of life’s losers 
and he’s picked on by the rugby boys at 
the posh private school he attends on a 
scholarship. But his life is about to change: 
Wilco learns he can move things with his 
mind. Will this be his chance to play the 
hero, get the girl and finally stand up for 
himself? Or are things just going to come 
crashing down around his head? Becoming  
a proper hero will take quite the leap  
of faith . . .

Sam Gayton   Illustrated throughout by Peter Cottrill Nicole Burstein

NICOLE BURSTEIN is a writer from North London. Over the years she’s had lots of 
different jobs, inlcuding patrolling the Natural History Museum, presenting the traffic news on 
the radio, and demonstrating toys at Hamleys. She completed a Masters in Creative Writing at 
Birkbeck College whilst working as a children’s bookseller.  @NicoleBurstein

AUG 2016  
9781783444465  
EBook available 

272pp  
198 x 129mm 

PB  11+
£7.99

Praise for Hercufleas:
‘Gayton [writes] with a light touch and fertile 
inventiveness’ SUNDAY TIMES

Praise for The Snow Merchant: 
‘A germ of JK and a pinch of Pullman’ TES

Praise for Lilliput: 
‘Spirited and clever’ DAILY MAIL

Praise for Othergirl:
‘Othergirl is a blast . . . so fun you hardly have  
time to breathe’ MATT HAIG

‘A smart, confidence-boosting comedy for  
11-plus girls’ NEW STATESMAN

‘This suspenseful fantasy 
is about growing up and 
finding yourself. Comical 
and satirical about 
school life and the cult 
of celebrity’  
SUNDAY TIMES

NOV 2016  
9781783443826 
EBook available 

336pp  
198 x 129mm 

PB  9+
£6.99

SAM GAYTON is a graduate of the Writing for Young People MA at Bath Spa University.  
When he’s not writing, he likes playing old board games, strumming his guitar and joining as 
many rock bands as possible (currently at seven).  @sam_gayton

PETER COTTRILL was born in Liverpool and loved art from an early age. After a string of  
different jobs, he began illustrating books and has had two picture books published. Alongside 
illustrating, Peter now teaches at a college in London and practices Shiatsu.

9781783440610

9781849396363 9781783441778 9781849397483
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OCT 2016  
9781783444601  
EBook available 

272pp
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WORD NERD
Ambrose Bukowski is a friendless nerd. When 
bullies at his school almost kill him by hiding a 
peanut in his sandwich, it’s his overprotective 
mother who has the extreme reaction. From 
now on, Ambrose has to be home-schooled.

But then Ambrose strikes up an unlikely secret 
friendship with the landlord’s son, Cosmo. 
He’s an ex-burglar who’s been in prison. They 
have nothing in common except for a love of 
Scrabble. Soon a small deception grows out 
of control when Ambrose convinces Cosmo 
to take him to a Scrabble club. Could this spell 
disaster for Ambrose?

RACING MANHATTAN
Jay is an outsider at school and lonely at 
home. The only time she feels truly alive 
is when she is out riding, galloping with 
the wind in her hair and the drum of 
hooves on the ground beneath her.

When Jay runs away to work in a 
racing stable, fate brings into her life 
the beautiful but misunderstood mare 
Manhattan, whose racing career is over 
and whose life hangs in the balance. Jay 
and Manhattan both need one more 
chance. Together they must battle the 
hostile world of racing where winning or 
losing will change their lives for ever.

Racing Manhattan is an epic, emotional 
story of speed, spirit and the power  
of love.

Susin NielsenTerence Blacker

TERENCE BLACKER grew up around horses and was a jockey in his youth. He then 
worked in publishing before becoming a full-time writer. He has written numerous books for 
adults, teens and younger readers including the Ms Wizz series. He currently writes a column for 
the Independent and is a regular broadcaster and performing musician. He lives in Norfolk, where 
he plays the guitar and grows trees.  @TerenceBlacker

SUSIN NIELSEN has written for Canadian TV and has received critical acclaim for her young 
adult novels. In 2012 she won the prestigious Governor General’s Award. She lives in Vancouver 
with her family and two extremely destructive cats.  @susinnielsen
 

‘A funny, wry tale’ GLOBE AND MAIL 

‘A tender, often funny story with really interesting 
characters’ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

Praise for We Are All Made of Molecules:
‘Savvy and insightful . . . Makes for nearly nonstop laughs’ KIRKUS

‘I defy you not to fall in love with this book’ PHIL EARLE

‘One to make you laugh, cry and read in one sitting’  
THE BOOKSELLER

‘Snappy and witty. A really fine YA novel’ TELEGRAPH 9781783443765 9781783443666
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THE OTHERLIFE
The Otherlife is a place where beasts  
eat the sun and the Gods do battle  
with giants . . . and there’s no texting  
and coffee shops and Oyster cards and . . .  
do you see? Everything is real.

Ben has a dark gift; he can see the 
Otherlife, a world of ancient Norse  
myths, wildness and danger. It means 
freedom from exams, warring parents,  
and everyone’s impossible expectations. 
Then Ben meets Hobie, a charming, 
ruthless bully. He’s a born mischief-maker 
who always gets away with it. Hobie has 
everything he could possibly want. 

Except the Otherlife. And he’ll do  
anything to be a part of it. Anything. 

Shocking and richly imaginative, The 
Otherlife is about the darkest impulses 
within us all.

THE HAUNTING OF JESSOP RISE
Workhouse orphan William Jessop is saved from 
a life of drudgery by the arrival of a letter from 
his mysterious Uncle Seth, inviting him to his 
home in Wales. But the enormous house swarms 
with mysteries. What happened to Seth’s wife 
Audrina, who vanished a year ago? Who is that 
sobbing in the dead of night? And what is hidden 
in a locked casket in the ruined chapel?

As William pieces together the answers, he 
begins to realise that Seth has invited him here 
for one reason only… and if he is to survive, he 
must accept help from unlikely quarters.

Julia GrayDanny Weston

DANNY WESTON is an author for children and young adults. He divides his time between 
Edinburgh and Stockport, and is available for school and library visits. In 2016 he won the Scottish 
Children’s Book Award for The Piper.

Praise for Mr Sparks:
‘Dark-hearted fun, macabre mischief and seriously  

spooky storytelling’ SCOTSMAN

‘Will certainly send shivers down the spine’ LOVEREADING

Praise for The Piper:
‘Wonderfully twisty chiller’ SCOTSMAN

‘Totally creepy and completely brilliant’  
ASKEWS & HOLTS LIBRARY SERVICE

‘Gripping, bold and completely original’  
KATHERINE RUNDELL

‘A big, mysterious book full of dangerous characters  
and half glimpsed truths. I loved it’ MELVIN BURGESS

JULIA GRAY is a writer and singer-songwriter. She studied Classics at UCL and has a 
diploma in Children’s Literature and an MA in Creative Writing from Birkbeck, for which she 
received the Sophie Warne Fellowship. She has released three albums with the trip-hop/jazz 
collective Second Person, and more recently two solo albums, I Am Not The Night and Robber 
Bride. She lives in London with her husband and son.  @thisisjuliagray
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OUT OF SHADOWS
The multi-award-winning novel is back with an 
all-new cover. 

Zimbabwe, 1980s. The war is over, independence 
has been won and Robert Mugabe has come to 
power offering hope, land and freedom to black 
Africans. It is the end of the Old Way and the 
start of a promising new era. For Robert Jacklin, 
it’s all new: new continent, new country, new 
school. And very quickly he learns that for some 
of his classmates, the sound of guns is still loud, 
and their battles rage on… white boys who want 
their old country back, not this new black African 
government.

Boys like Ivan. Clever, cunning Ivan. For him, there 
is still one last battle to fight, and he’s taking it 
right to the very top.

BOOKED
In this follow-up to the Newbery-winning novel 
The Crossover, football, family, love, and friendship 
take the field. 

Twelve-year-old Nick is football-mad, but he 
hates books. That’s tough cos his father is a 
linguistics professor, and makes him read every 
day. What’s more, bullies are making Nick’s life a 
misery, and his parents are always arguing. Nick 
will need all his courage, on and off the pitch. 

This energetic novel-in-verse by the poet 
Kwame Alexander captures all the thrills and 
setbacks, the action and emotion of a World 
Cup match.

Jason WallaceKwame Alexander

JASON WALLACE was born in Cheltenham but moved to London after his parents split up. 
Aged 12 his life was turned upside down when his mother remarried and the family emigrated to 
Zimbabwe. It was this experience in a tough boarding school during the aftermath of the war for 
independence that formed the foundation of his incredible debut novel.  And he did actually meet 
Robert Mugabe when he visited his school. Jason now lives in London with his partner and son.

KWAME ALEXANDER is a poet, children’s author, playwright and performer and winner 
of the Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Honor Award. He lives with his wife and two 
daughters in the Washington D.C. area.  @kwamealexander

‘A powerful, devastating read for older teens’  
PATRICK NESS, GUARDIAN

‘Honest, brave and devastating – Out of Shadows is 
more than just memorable. It’s impossible to look away.’ 
MARKUS ZUSAK

‘Its unblinking portrait of true evil raises it above the norm 
. . . It’s something that schools should study and readers 
read. Bravo!’ THE TIMES

Praise for The Crossover:
‘Packs an emotional punch’ KIRKUS, STARRED REVIEW

‘Swings from moments of swagger-worthy triumph to 
profound pain’ PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, STARRED REVIEW

‘Full of heartbreak and exhilaration’ METRO 
9781783443673

Winner of the Costa, UKLA and 
Branford Boase awards
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JUNK  
20th ANNIVERSARY EDITION 
Winner of the Carnegie Medal and 
the Guardian Fiction Prize. This 20th 
Anniversary edition of the classic YA novel 
is reissued for a new generation with an 
introduction by Malorie Blackman. Plus 
all-new material from Melvin Burgess 
and Andersen’s archives following Junk’s 
controversial history and celebrating its 
impact on contemporary writers.

It was a love story. Me, Gemma and junk.  
I thought it was going to last forever.

Tar loves Gemma, but Gemma doesn’t 
want to be tied down. She wants to fly. But 
no one can fly forever. One day, finally, you 
have to come down. 

Told from multiple viewpoints, Junk is a 
powerful, unflinching novel about heroin 
addiction. Once you take a hit, you will 
never be the same again.

Melvin Burgess
AWARDS SUCCESS AT ANDERSEN PRESS

Winner of the Guardian  
Children’s Fiction Prize

Longlisted for the  
Carnegie Medal 2016

Longlisted for the 
Greenaway Medal 2016

Winner of the National Book Award 
for Young People’s Literature

Winner of the German Teen 
Literature Prize

Winner of the Caldecott MedalWinner of the Caldecott Medal Winner of the English 4-11 
Picture Book Award

Winner of the Scottish  
Children’s Book Award

Winner of the Irish  
Children’s Book Award

Shortlisted for the Laugh Out  
Loud Book Awards 2016
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MELVIN BURGESS is the winner of the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize and the Carnegie 
Medal. He is one of the best writers for teenagers of our time.  @MelvinBurgess Winner of the Scottish  

Children’s Book Award 2016

‘Nothing less than a tour de force’ MALORIE BLACKMAN

‘May just be the best YA book ever’ ROBERT MUCHAMORE

‘Everyone should read Junk’ THE TIMES

‘Ground-breaking’ GUARDIAN 

‘A superbly crafted and important book’ TES
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